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001 Debt Diaries: Student Stories Surviving the Pitfalls of Debt

$ 10.95

by Twyla Prindle  (Author), Valarie Esguerra (Editor), Zela Kental;Kiara Ivey (Illustrator)

In debt? No problem! Let Kash Kids 4th through 11th grade students show you how to survive
the pitfalls of debt! Packed with a series of more than twenty stories where characters have
gotten themselves in trouble financially, but were able to get themselves out.

002 Father’s Pleasures, Children’s Treasures!

$ 14.95

by Twyla Prindle(Author), DeeAndra Butler(Author), Petie Pickette(Author), Kim Fabio(Author,
Illustrator), Teresa Meares(Author), Anaya Armstead(Author), Jada Benjamin(Author), Kanisa
McKenzie(Author), Brianna Cohen(Author), Kai Prindle(Author), Regine Auguste(Author), Joni
Fisher(Editor), Randy Jennings(Illustrator), Robert McMullen(Illustrator)

A compiled story book of 13 amazing authors who have come together to bring a book that
spans all ages of childhood, and will be a reflective stroll down memory lane for any parent.
Perfect for fathers to read bed time stories to their kids.

003 Frugal Freeda

$ 8.88

by Twyla Prindle (Author), Paul Kellam (Illustrator)

Frugal Freeda wants nothing more than to get a new video game. When her parents tell her
she has to wait until her birthday, she is devastated! During show and tell at school, she gets a
bright idea from one of her classmates. Could this idea be the pathway to her new video
game?

004 Frugal Freeda Stem Kit

$ 26.99

by Twyla Prindle (Author), Paul Kellam (Illustrator)

FRUGAL FREEDA STEM KIT, includes the Frugal Freda book, curriculum, and a soap-making kit
– perfect for budding entrepreneurs! Order yours today and help your child learn the value of a
dollar.
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Please tick the boxes of your desired book.

005
Mommy's Pleasures...Children's Treasures Hardcover Vol 1 with the eBook

$ 5.99

This book is a child anthology with authors as young as 6 years old. Stories designed to grow
up with your child from birth to 12 years old. Stories include, “Why Did I Get This Credit Card?”

https://www.amazon.com/Twyla-Prindle-et-al/e/B09GHHGWND/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Valarie+Esguerra&text=Valarie+Esguerra&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Zela+Kental%3BKiara+Ivey&text=Zela+Kental%3BKiara+Ivey&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/Twyla-Prindle/e/B098PJTWJZ/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=DeeAndra+Butler&text=DeeAndra+Butler&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Petie+Pickette&text=Petie+Pickette&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_4?ie=UTF8&field-author=Kim+Fabio&text=Kim+Fabio&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_5?ie=UTF8&field-author=Teresa+Meares&text=Teresa+Meares&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_6?ie=UTF8&field-author=Anaya+Armstead&text=Anaya+Armstead&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_7?ie=UTF8&field-author=Jada+Benjamin&text=Jada+Benjamin&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_8?ie=UTF8&field-author=Kanisa+McKenzie&text=Kanisa+McKenzie&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_8?ie=UTF8&field-author=Kanisa+McKenzie&text=Kanisa+McKenzie&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_9?ie=UTF8&field-author=Brianna+Cohen&text=Brianna+Cohen&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_10?ie=UTF8&field-author=Kai+Prindle&text=Kai+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_11?ie=UTF8&field-author=Regine+Auguste&text=Regine+Auguste&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_12?ie=UTF8&field-author=Joni+Fisher&text=Joni+Fisher&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_12?ie=UTF8&field-author=Joni+Fisher&text=Joni+Fisher&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_13?ie=UTF8&field-author=Randy+Jennings&text=Randy+Jennings&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_14?ie=UTF8&field-author=Robert+McMullen&text=Robert+McMullen&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Twyla+Prindle&text=Twyla+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Paul+Kellam&text=Paul+Kellam&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://kashkids.samcart.com/products/mommys-pleasureschildrens-treasures-hardcover--december-13-2008
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Twyla+Prindle&text=Twyla+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Paul+Kellam&text=Paul+Kellam&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://kashkids.samcart.com/products/mommys-pleasureschildrens-treasures-hardcover--december-13-2008
https://kashkids.samcart.com/products/mommys-pleasureschildrens-treasures-hardcover--december-13-2008
https://kashkids.samcart.com/products/mommys-pleasureschildrens-treasures-hardcover--december-13-2008


006 Mommy’s Pleasures, Children’s Treasures VOL 2

$ 19.95

by Gregory Scott Reid (Author), Twyla Prindle (Author), Adriano Moraes (Author), Kai Prindle
(Author), Joni Fisher (Editor), Various (Illustrator)

A compiled story book of twelve amazing authors and five amazing artists who have come
together to bring a book that spans all ages of childhood into the tween years, and will be a
reflective stroll down memory lane for any parent.

007 Where Is My Money?

$ 14.95

by Twyla Prindle 

Little Twyla is on the hunt to find her money and throws a temper tantrum when she realizes
she can’t find it. Her parents remind her she spent it all on toys and candy at the mall and
teach her how to keep track of how much money is coming in and going out. This book comes
complete with charts for your kids to keep track of their money and a system for them to
properly manage their funds.

008 Where Is My Money? Money Buzzer Game

$ 50.29

Get your kiddos learning about money in a fun, interactive way with the “Where is My Money?
Buzzer Game”! With its book, activity guide, buzzers, and question prompts, you can keep
young minds engaged while teaching them essential financial skills. Suitable for ages 3+.
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009 The Writing Express: Changing the World One Story at a Time

$ 14.95

by Young Writers Program

All aboard The Writing Express! From departure to arrival you will experience exciting fun,
mystery, relaxation, inspiration and motivation! So get your ticket, find your seat and buckle
up! Travel down the story tracks with our 4th grade authors and celebrity conductors changing
the world one story at a time.

010 Why Did I Get This Credit Card?

$ 7.95

by Twyla Prindle  (Author), Joni Fisher (Editor), Randy Jennings (Illustrator)

Little Twyla is back! In this new addition to the money series, Twyla is exploring the sometimes
confusing and often treacherous world of credit. You’re never too young to learn the basics to
avoid the pitfalls of ‘easy’ spending and how good sense and hard work can get you out of
debt, and keep you out!

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Gregory+Scott+Reid&text=Gregory+Scott+Reid&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/Twyla-Prindle/e/B098PJTWJZ/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_2
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Adriano+Moraes&text=Adriano+Moraes&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_4?ie=UTF8&field-author=Kai+Prindle&text=Kai+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_5?ie=UTF8&field-author=Joni+Fisher&text=Joni+Fisher&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_6?ie=UTF8&field-author=Various&text=Various&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Twyla+Prindle&text=Twyla+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://kashkids.samcart.com/products/why-did-i-get-this-credit-card7qbdn
https://kashkids.samcart.com/products/where-is-my-money
https://www.amazon.com/Twyla-Prindle/e/B098PJTWJZ/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Joni+Fisher&text=Joni+Fisher&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Randy+Jennings&text=Randy+Jennings&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books


011 Saving Money for Christmas

$ 14.95

by Twyla Prindle 

Saving Money For Christmas: Little Twyla and her brother Jesse are learning how to save
money for Christmas. With the help of their doting parents and a surprise family friend, they
are learning the importance of saving money in a fun way. Follow along as they learn about
spending, giving, and saving in these pages.

012
Patent Leather Shoes

$ 12.95

by Kim Fabio

Patent Leather Shoes is a story about young Emma who believes her favorite shoes will help
her do well on a classroom assignment. However, her mother wants her to save them for
special occasions. This is a charming story about self confidence and testing boundaries.
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013 Teaching Children the Importance of Financial Literacy

$ 14.99

Join in with children across the nation as they have eye opening moments learning the
difference between wants and needs, assets and liabilities, different types of income and
expenses, the difference between savings and investing as well as credit and debt. This book is
filled with fun stories and games that your kids will be sure to talk about for days to come.

014 What Would You Do With 100 Bucks

$ 14.95

by Twyla Prindle

What Would You Do with a Hundred Bucks? A Kid's Guide to Saving and Investing is a fun and
informative guide to teaching kids the basics of financial literacy. Written by Twyla Prindle,
founder of Kash Kids, Inc. and author of more than a dozen dozen financial literacy books for
kids, this book is perfect for parents and teachers looking for a way to help kids understand the
importance of saving and investing. The book covers topics such as stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, savings account, money market accounts and more. It includes activities and games
that make learning about money fun and engaging. With this book, kids can learn the basics of
saving and investing and gain the confidence to make smart money decisions.                                                             

015 Cash Flow Coloring Book

$ 5.00

by Twyla Prindle 

This Coloring Book is an engaging and educational way for kids to learn about investing.
Through fun and creative coloring activities, this book will teach children the basics of
investing and how to start saving and investing wisely. Kids will be introduced to key concepts
such as stocks and bonds, mutual funds, and the stock market. Each page includes fun facts,
definitions, and illustrations to help kids better understand the world of investing. This Coloring
Book is a great way to get kids excited about saving and investing!

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Twyla+Prindle&text=Twyla+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://kashkids.samcart.com/products/teaching-children-the-importance-of-financial-literacy
https://www.amazon.com/Twyla-Prindle/e/B098PJTWJZ/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Twyla+Prindle&text=Twyla+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books


016 Exploring The World of Investing Coloring Book

$ 5.00

by Twyla Prindle

This Coloring Book is an engaging and educational way for kids to learn about investing. Through fun and
creative coloring activities, this book will teach children the basics of investing and how to start saving and
investing wisely. Kids will be introduced to key concepts such as stocks and bonds, mutual funds, and the
stock market. Each page includes fun facts, definitions, and illustrations to help kids better understand the
world of investing. This Coloring Book is a great way to get kids excited about saving and investing!

@kashkidss @ckashkids @kashkidsuaoc www.kashkids.org
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017 Three Feet from Gold

$ 12.95

by Greg Scott Reid & Sharon Lechter

This remarkable business allegory tells a fascinating story in presenting the key principles of Napoleon Hill’s
revolutionary bestseller, Think and Grow Rich. As you follow a struggling young entrepreneur through a life-
changing series of encounters with some of today’s foremost business leaders and inspirational figures,
you’ll find encouragement and motivation to believe in yourself, discover your own Personal Success
Equation, and never give up. You are just three feet from gold!

018 Raising Recession Proof Kids (eBook)

$ 6.00

by Twyla Prindle

When it comes to finances, every parent wants to enhance their child s basic level of economic awareness to
help ensure and empower them to make appropriate decisions with regard to spending money. Raising
Recession Proof Kids explains how to equip children to be ready for any financial hurdle that they may find in
their path. In that regard, the DVD offers several proven tips for teaching children about finance, as well as
suggests activities (reading and board games) that can be undertaken to increase a child s understanding of
financial matters.

Among the topics covered:
Why should we start early?
Three tips to consider when teaching your child about finance
Recommended reading and board games                                                                                                                                                                  

How to Prepare for a Famine by Growing Your Food

$ 12.95

by Twyla Prindle 

We’re in the midst of a global food crisis where food shortages and a spike in costs have become the norm.
Fortunately, there is a way around this: growing your own food.
This book will help guide you through the process of starting your own garden and will also teach you about
the different methods to help care for the food you grow.

019

Explorers of Imagination

$ 9.99

Discover the worlds of the fourth and fifth graders from around the city of Jacksonville, Florida, who have
crafted epic sci-fi, fantasy, and adventure stories in this captivating anthology. Join these young authors on
exciting voyages of the imagination, as they explore strange new worlds and encounter thrilling new
adventures. Through this collection of diverse stories, readers of all ages will be inspired to create their own
tales of wonder.

020

021
Kash Kids: Flash Cards

$ 24.99

by Twyla Prindle

Kash Kids flash cards are an innovative way to help young kids learn about money. With 55 colorful,
engaging flash cards, kids can learn essential money terms and concepts in a fun and interactive way.
Through illustrations, definitions, and examples, each flash card provides an educational and
entertaining experience that will give kids a strong financial foundation. Kash Kids flash cards are the
perfect starting point for teaching kids the basics of money management.

https://www.amazon.com/Twyla-Prindle/e/B098PJTWJZ/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Twyla+Prindle&text=Twyla+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Twyla+Prindle&text=Twyla+Prindle&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books


Order Form
CUSTOMER DETAILS

NAME: ORDER:

PHONE: ORDER DATE:

EMAIL: PAYMENT METHOD:

MAILING ADDRESS:

ITEM NO. BOOK TITLE QUANTITY UNIT PRICE

SUBTOTAL

SHIPPING CHARGES

GRAND TOTAL

AMOUNT

SHIPPING METHOD:

DATE SHIPPED:

TRACKING:

Join Kash Kids students as they learn about wants and
needs, assets and liabilities, different types of income and
expenses, the difference between saving and investing
as well as credit and debit. 

Payment Method:

Cash

Cash app at ($uaoc501c3)

Zelle at (9047106529)

Venmo (@kashkids)

Or you can visit our website's bookstore at this link

https://kashkids.org/book-store/

https://kashkids.org/book-store/
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